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With this book's no clutter approach, artists will be tackling two of their favourite subjects -

watercolour and landscapes - in minutes. Reid's quick-start guide gives beginners a basic overview

of materials, terms and exercises to get them off to a good start. Then it's on to tackling more than

25 step-by-step demonstrations that cover all the basic landscape techniques. Readers will learn to

paint essential elements, such as water, mountains, buildings and skies, aided further by the

guidance of the following contributors: Linda Kemp, author of Watercolor Outside the Lines; Mark

Willenbrink, author of Watercolor for the Absolute Beginner; Grant Fuller, Canadian workshop

instructor; Brigitte Schreger, Canadian workshop instructor; Each easy-to-follow exercise arms

artists with a set of tools, techniques and principles to enrich all their future landscapes. This highly

visual guide also includes detailed advice on how to overcome the challenges of painting outdoors

and when travelling. It's never been easier or quicker - to have fun painting outdoor scenes.
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As a long time watercolorist and instructor, I feel this is one of the best books a beginning watercolor

painter can put his hands on. Jack really breaks things down to their simplest form to show how to

lay down color and paint some very nice simple painting that a beginner will have success with. I

highly recommend this book. As a watercolorist for over 15 years, I found somethings in this book

that helped me improve my own painting.



This is a great book from a well-respected watercolor artist. Finding the 'Easy Landscapes' book at

a reasonable price is now impossible and ridiculous in my opinion. This is especially true when you

can get an $8 PDF from the publisher which looks great on my computer or iPad.

Too bad there will be no more publications by this master painter and instructor. Following the

exercises is instructional and fun. They turn out beautifully and you learn a lot.

Reid's easy-to-follow examples help any beginning watercolor artist grasp the essential skills to turn

out good landscapes. It helped me, and I believe it will help others.
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Bought the book for a relative who wished for it. It looks like a nice book with good illustrations. I am

not a painter so cannot vouch for techniques taught. I am satisfied with the book.
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